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1. Introduction

Consider the following English sentences:1

(1) a. This building is bigger than I thought ∆!
b. It started raining at the exact hour they predicted ∆.
c. The shipwreck is located where the archaeologist claimed ∆.
d. The queen arrived after we expected ∆.

Here, we have nonpronunciation of clausal complements. It’s possible to do this in (at least) compara-
tives (1a), relative clauses (1b-1c), and temporal adjuncts (1d). I call this kind of construction scrapping
(Sentential Complement Reduction in ACD Positions), for reasons that will soon become apparent. A
particular instance of scrapping, as well as the gap left behind in scrapping, is a scrap. Scrapping seems
to have largely escaped the ellipsis literature, to the best of my knowledge, with the notable exceptions
of Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978) (under the name “pseudo-free relatives”), Napoli (1983) (though she
assumes it’s NCA), Wold (1992), Moltmann (1992a, 1992b) (in comparatives under the name “clausal
comparative deletion”), Kennedy andMerchant (2000a), andKennedy andMerchant (2000b). OnlyMolt-
mann (1992a, 1992b) and Kennedy andMerchant (2000b) examine scrapping in any detail, and they only
look at scrapping in comparatives.

I argue that scraps contains a null Mod(al)P sized clausal anaphor (understanding “anaphor” in the
binding-theoretic sense, as in Chomsky 1981, a.o.): a ModP sized proform that must be coreferent with
a c-commanding antecedent ModP. I’ll call this anaphor PROModP. More specifically, the gap contains
the following structure: [ModP Op PROModP]. The operator moves to create a degree, entity, or temporal
abstract (as suggested by Patrick Elliott and AndrewMurphy, p.c.). I assume this ModP hosts root modals
and first merges below negation, following proposals like that of Iatridou and Zeijlstra (2013), and I
assume that PROModP gets its denotation from its c-commanding antecedent by LF-copying (Moltmann
1992a, 1992b).2

In Section 2, I show that scrapping is not Null Complement Anaphora (NCA), despite their surface
similarity: they’re licensed by different predicates, and scrapping obligatorily involves moving an opera-
tor out of the scrap, while NCA bans anymovement. In Section 3, I argue that scrapping is limited to ACD
contexts. Section 4 demonstrates that the size of the gap is smaller than one might think—it’s a lowModP
that immediately dominates vP. In Section 5, I show that scraps are only licensed when c-commanded by
their antecedents post-QR—a crucial syntactic property that justifies the anaphoric analysis. Section 6
illustrates and discusses the proposed anaphoric analysis, showing how it captures all these facts. Scrap-

*Peter Grishin, MIT, grishin@mit.edu. Many thanks go to Patrick Elliott, Danny Fox, Sabine Iatridou, David
Pesetsky, Roger Schwarzschild, and audiences and anonymous reviewers for WCCFL38 and GLOW43 for their
valuable feedback and comments. Many thanks are especially due to the several native English speakers I bothered
with some very difficult judgments. As always, any errors are mine.

1A quick disclaimer before I proceed further: I’ve found that there’s quite a lot of idiolectal variation here. The
judgments presented in this paper are mine, and they have been cross-checked with native English speakers who
accept the baseline sentences in (1).

2Though I don’t think anything crucial hinges upon this. If you’re willing to play a few compositional tricks,
you can get PROModP to receive its denotation via regular semantic binding (though it’ll need to be binding of a
predicate variable). It’s worth noting that, if you adopt the LF copying approach, scrapping would be an instance
where syntactic and semantic binding come apart.

© 2021 Peter Grishin. Proceedings of the 38th West Coast Conference on Formal Linguistics, ed. Rachel Soo  
et al., 211-220. Somerville, MA: Cascadilla Proceedings Project.



ping thus provides further evidence for the existence of anaphoric routes to ellipsis/surface anaphora
(e.g. Chao 1987, Hardt 1999, Schwarz 2000, a.o. in the domain of VP ellipsis).

2. Scrapping is not NCA

While they look similar on the surface, scrapping cannot be reduced to a special case of NCA. They
display certain irreconcilable differences: (i) scrapping and NCA are licensed by different sets of predi-
cates (Moltmann 1992a, Kennedy and Merchant 2000b); (ii) scrapping requires moving an operator out
of the gap, whereas NCA bans any movement out of its gap (Depiante 2000, 2001).

2.1. Licensing

The set of scrapping predicates is not equal to the set of NCA predicates, nor is one a subset of the
other. There are predicates that allow scrapping but ban NCA (2), predicates that allow both scrapping
and NCA (3), as well as predicates that ban scrapping but allow NCA (4). This poses a problem for
analyses that seek to unify the two phenomena.

(2) Scrapping: yes, NCA: no
a. This building is bigger than I thought ⟨the building was t-big⟩! Scrapping
b. *This building is big, and I thought ∆. *NCA

(3) Scrapping: yes, NCA: yes3

a. Jade left exactly when we agreed ⟨she should leave t⟩. Scrapping
b. You said Jade should leave, and I agree ∆. NCA

(4) Scrapping: no, NCA: yes
a. *The queen arrived after we were hopeful ⟨she would arrive t⟩. *Scrapping
b. Lucy doesn’t think the basketball team will win, but I’m hopeful ∆. NCA

2.2. Extraction

Scrapping and NCA differ in their extraction properties: scrapping is characterized by movement of
an operator out of the gap, but NCA is known to disallow extraction. NCA disallows whmovement (5a),
Quantifier Raising (QR) (5b), and clitic climbing (5c) (Depiante 2000, 2001).

(5) a. *Roger agreed to review the movie, but I don’t remember when he agreed ∆.
b. A doctor volunteered to visit every patient, and a nurse also volunteered ∆.

∃ ≫ ∀, *∀ ≫ ∃
c. *Juan

Juan
las
them

quiere
wants

ver,
to.see

y
and

María
María

también
also

las
them

quiere
wants

∆.

‘Juan wants to see them, and María also wants (to see them).’

On the other hand, scrapping allows (6) and even requires (7) extraction out of the gap.

(6) a. The shipwreck is located where she claimed ⟨it was located t⟩.

b. The queen arrived before Op we expected ⟨she would arrive t⟩.

3Note that the surface string in (3a) is actually ambiguous between a “low” parse and a “high” parse—the low
parse being the scrapping reading, where an operator moves out from inside the gap, and the high parse being the
NCA reading, where the operator is instead first merged outside of the gap, modifying the embedding verb. This is
a simple consequence of agree being both a scrapping and an NCA predicate.
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(7) a. *The shipwreck is located where she claimed t ⟨it was located⟩.

b. *The queen arrived before Op we expected t ⟨she would arrive⟩.

We might expect to get the readings in (7) that relate the shipwreck location with our claiming location
(7a) and the queen’s arrival time with our expectation time (7b)—but these are unavailable readings. We
only get the the readings associated with operator movement out of the scrap (6)—readings that compare
the shipwreck location to the claimed shipwreck location, and the arrival time to the expected arrival
time. Thus, scrapping obligatorily involves the movement of some kind of operator out of the gap, and
NCA obligatorily disallows such movements. This poses a severe challenge to any unified analysis of
scrapping and NCA.

3. The ACD generalization

Scrapping is subject to an Antecedent-Contained Deletion generalization (ACD): scraps must obli-
gatorily be contained within their antecedents. Assuming that the antecedent for the scrap is a clause:

(8) a. A[John got married exactly where he claimed E[⟨that he got married⟩]].
b. A[Bill left exactly when we said E[⟨that he would leave⟩]]. (Wold 1992)

In this section, I’ll show that constructing non-ACD examples of scrapping results in ungrammaticality,
even when closely controlling for syntactic and semantic parallelism.

3.1. Non-ACD scrapping is ungrammatical

We can take the scrap out of its antecedent—for instance, by putting the antecedent and the scrap in
different conjuncts of a conjunction—and the result is ungrammatical.

(9) a. *I know that A[John got married somewhere], but where did he claim E⟨he got married t⟩?
b. *I know that A[Bill left sometime during the dinner], but when did you say E⟨he left t⟩?

Note that here I’ve tried to configure the antecedent and the ellipsis site in a way that mimics sluicing, with
the wh expression matching with an indefinite correlate in the antecedent. This isn’t enough to license
scrapping, so it seems like scraps need to be contained in their antecedents.

But what if this is telling us something about the parallelism conditions on scrapping? Maybe scrap-
ping is subject to different, perhaps stricter parallelism conditions than sluicing is? Maybe you need to
have parallel A ′ extraction in both the antecedent and the ellipsis site. However, no amount of isomor-
phism will save non-ACD scrapping. We can try to ensure perfect isomorphism using ATB movement,
and we can see that VPE and scrapping behave differently:

(10) ATB with VPE good, ATB with scrapping bad
a. Howi did [Jo hope I would cook the potatoes ti] and [Lily fear I would ⟨cook the potatoes ti⟩]?
b. *Howi did [Jo hope I would cook the potatoes ti] and [Lily fear ⟨I would cook the potatoes ti⟩]?

Similarly, we can try to ensure perfect isomorphism by having the antecedent be an embedded question
with a trace in the correct position, and againt VPE and scrapping behave differently:

(11) I wonder wheni Harry left for the theater ti.
a. Well, I asked Sally wheni she claimed he did ⟨leave for the theater ti⟩, but she didn’t say.
b. *Well, I asked Sally wheni she claimed ⟨Harry left for the theater ti⟩, but she didn’t say.
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In sum: no amount of parallelism can save non-ACD scrapping. Scraps must be contained within their
antecedents.

4. Scraps are small

In this section, I show that scraps cannot contain sentential negation, suggesting they’re smaller than
NegP, and that scraps can contain root modals, suggesting they’re at least ModP-sized. Thus, scraps are
small: they’re the size of a low ModP that’s base-generated below negation.

4.1. Negation

We need to be wary of negative/inner islands. Here’s a baseline example that isn’t subject to inner
islands:

(12) Tanya’s friend Anton is planning a move. Tanya knows that Anton is a cheapskate, so she expects
that he will not move to Boston or Cambridge, because rent is rather expensive in those cities. She
predicts he will move to Medford. However, unexpectedly, it turns out that Anton moved to Boston.
So…
a. Anton moved to a city wh Tanya didn’t expect he would ⟨move to t⟩.
b. ?Anton moved to a city wh Tanya expected he wouldn’t ⟨move to t⟩.
c. Anton moved to a city wh Tanya didn’t expect ⟨he would move to t⟩.

The relative clause operator can move across matrix negation (12a), it can marginally move across em-
bedded negation (12b), and it can move over matrix negation out of a scrap (12c). So let’s try the logical
fourth option: can we move over embedded negation, out of a scrap? This configuration would be one
that contains negation in the scrap. In order to test this, we need to change the sentence and context a
bit, to ensure that the antecedent has negation in the right place. But once we do this, we find that this
configuration is ungrammatical:

(13) Tanya’s friend Anton is planning a move. Tanya knows that Anton is a cheapskate, so she expects
that he will not move to Boston or Cambridge, because rent is rather expensive in those cities. She
predicts he will move to Medford. And, exactly as Tanya predicted, it turns out that Anton didn’t
move to either Boston or Cambridge, but rather to Medford. So…
a. ?Anton didn’t move to a city wh Tanya expected he wouldn’t ⟨move to t⟩.
b. #Anton didn’t move to a city wh (that) Tanya expected ⟨he wouldn’t move to t⟩.

The contrast between (13a) and (13b) shows that negation is unavailable inside the scrap.4 Since sentential
negation can’t appear inside a scrap, I conclude that scraps must be smaller than NegP.

This size generalization only predicts that sentential negation in NegP can’t be inside a scrap, since a
scrap is too small. I predict that constituent negation can survive scrapping—a prediction that is strikingly
verified. Consider the following example with constituent negation of a VP:

(14) Your friend Mary has had digestive issues for several years now, and she finally went to the doctor
to figure out what’s going on. The doctor recommended that she not eat wheat, dairy, and beans.
You know that Mary always follows the doctor’s orders, so you expect that she’s going to stop
eating those foods. And later, sure enough…
a. #Mary has not been eating the foods I expected ∆. Sentential negation
b. Mary has been not eating the foods I expected ∆. Constituent negation

4It’s true that the sentence in (13a) is slightly degraded. However, all of my consultants have agreed that (13b) is
significantly worse in this context.
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By the position of not, we can tell whether it’s sentential negation (14a) or constituent VP negation (14b).
In this context, (14a) is infelicitous, precisely because the only reading available is one without negation
in the scrap:Mary has not been eating the foods I expected she would eat. In contrast, (14b) is acceptable,
showing that the unavailability of sentential negation in scraps really is due to the size of the scrap (i.e. it
being smaller than NegP), rather than some independent wholesale ban on negation in scraps.

4.2. Root modals

Scraps are, however, big enough to contain root modals. You can get deontic necessity modals (15),
deontic possibility modals (16), and ability modals (17).

(15) Recently, the department changed the requirements for getting a PhD. Before, the requirement
was to write two generals papers. Now, the requirement is only to write one. However, the students
haven’t realized this yet, and they still think they need to write two. One of the professors, noting
this fact, says to another:
The students have to write fewer generals papers than they think ⟨they have to write⟩.

(16) There’s a very exclusive VIP party happening at a club, with very strict entry times. Molly thinks
they’re only letting people in at 10:30pm. However, unbeknownst to her, they’re also letting people
in at 10:45pm.
Molly can get in 15 minutes later than she thinks ⟨she can get in⟩.

(17) Colin has a low opinion of his candy-eating abilities, and thinks he can only eat a few candies in
a single sitting. However, I have greater faith in his candy-eating abilities, and think he can eat
many candies in a single sitting. I say to him:
You can eat more candies than you think ⟨you can eat⟩!

Thus, scraps must be big enough to contain root modals. I conclude that scraps are low ModPs.
This predicts that epistemic modals cannot be interpreted inside a scrap, given that epistemic modals

are first-merged quite high in the clausal spine (Cinque 1999, Hacquard 2006, a.o.). This prediction is
verified:

(18) María and Juan are at an art auction. María knows that Juan has expensive taste, and usually
always buys very expensive paintings. However, Juan has expressed the opinion that he thinks all
the paintings on auction, except the cheapest painting, are unbearably ugly. He’s trying to decide
whether to leave without buying anything, or whether to buy a cheap painting he otherwise would
not have bought. María thinks that there’s a small chance that Juan will end up getting the cheap
painting, because Juan hates leaving an auction empty-handed. But she suspects, more likely than
not, that he won’t get anything.
a. Juan might purchase the painting María expected he might ⟨purchase⟩. VPE
b. #Juan might purchase the painting María expected ⟨he might purchase⟩. Scrapping

Here, the contrast between (18a) and (18b) indicates that the weak epistemic modal might isn’t able to
be interpreted in the scrap, further supporting the analysis that scraps are root ModPs.

5. The c-command generalization

At LF, scraps must be c-commanded by their antecedents. In order to escape antecedent-containment,
the constituent containing the scrap QRs to adjoin to the antecedent, and can go no further (or else the
antecedent no longer c-commands the scrap). In other words, the antecedent ModP for the scrap acts
as a kind of “wall” for how high the constituent containing the scrap can QR, thus limiting the scope
possibilities of that constituent.
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To support the c-command generalization, I show that scraps can’t scope above sentential negation—
QRing above sentential negation would result in a configuration in which the scrap is no longer c-
commanded by its antecedent ModP. The c-command generalization predicts that only one of the fol-
lowing LF configurations will be possible:

(19) NegP

Neg ModP

XP

…ModPS …

ModPA

Mod vP

… tXP …

(20) NegP

XP

…ModPS …

NegP

Neg ModPA

Mod vP

… tXP …

In (19), ModPA c-commands the scrap; in (20), it doesn’t. The c-command generalization predicts that
only (19) should be possible. In other words, sentential negation must scope over XP.

This prediction is verified. Let’s look at what happens whenXP is an existential.5 We find that¬ ≫ ∃
is available (21), but ∃ ≫ ¬ is not (22):

(21) Tanya’s friend Anton is planning a move. Tanya knows that Anton is a cheapskate, so she expects
that he will move to either Brighton, Medford, or Somerville, since rent is relatively cheaper in
those cities. Later, it so turns out that Anton ended up moving to Watertown. So…
a. Anton didn’t move to a city Tanya expected ⟨he would move to⟩.
b. ¬ ≫ ∃

(22) Tanya’s friend Anton is planning a move. Tanya knows that Anton is a cheapskate, so she expects
that he will move to either Brighton, Medford, or Somerville, since rent is relatively cheaper in
those cities. Later, it so turns out that Anton ended up moving to Medford. So…
a. #Anton didn’t move to a city Tanya expected ⟨he would move to⟩ (for instance, Brighton).
b. *∃ ≫ ¬

5There are problems with this, given the empirical possibility of exceptional wide-scope indefinites and the theo-
retical possibility of choice functional analyses (Fodor and Sag 1982, Abusch 1993, Kratzer 1998, Matthewson 1999,
Schwarzschild 2002, a.m.o.). For the purposes of this paper, I’ll be assuming that existential quantifiers headed by
a(n) take scope by QR, and we’ll see that indeed, they will not be able to scope above negation in scrapping. Unfor-
tunately, it won’t be very helpful to test universal quantifiers, since ∀ ≫ ¬ entails ¬ ≫ ∀, and thus low scope of the
universal is compatible with high scope contexts.

In fact, certain existential quantifiers embedding a scrap do seem to be able to take scope above sentential
negation, as pointed out to me by Roger Schwarzschild (p.c.):

(i) Wide-scope ∃ ≫ ¬ reading available
(a) Anton didn’t move to a certain city that Tanya predicted ∆ (but he moved to another that she predicted).
(b) ?Anton didn’t move to (at least) one of the cities Tanya expected ∆ (but he moved to another that she

predicted).

For the purposes of this paper, I will assume that these quantifiers do not take scope by QR, in contrast to a(n)—for
instance, maybe by choice functions. As should be apparent, this issue deserves much more thought than I have room
to devote here.
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Note, crucially, that both readings are available with VPE, so this really is about scrapping and not inde-
pendent restrictions on the original sentence or on ellipsis/surface anaphora:

(23) Anton didn’t move to a city Tanya expected he would.
a. ✓¬ ≫ ∃
b. ✓∃ ≫ ¬

The c-command generalization makes the correct prediction here, assuming that the existential takes
scope via QR.

6. Enter PROModP

To recap: any theory of scrapping must account for the four properties I’ve just laid out: (i) scrapping
must involve operator movement out of the scrap; (ii) scrapping must occur in ACD configurations; (iii)
scraps are ModP sized; and (iv) scraps must be c-commanded by their antecedents at LF. Analyzing the
scrap as containing a bound ModP-sized anaphor, PROModP, with an operator adjoined to it, captures all
these facts.

In (24), I provide a sample derivation for the sentence Jen saw every painting Masha expected.

(24) Jen saw every painting Masha expected Op PROModP.
∀xpainting(x)∧

expected(m)(ˆsaw(x)(j)) →
saw(x)(j)

Jen
j

λy.∀xpainting(x)∧
expected(m)(ˆsaw(x)(y)) →

saw(x)(y)

λ1 ∀xpainting(x)∧
expected(m)(ˆsaw(x)(g1)) →

saw(x)(g1)

λQ.∀xpainting(x)∧
expected(m)(ˆsaw(x)(g1)) → Q(x)

every λx

λx.saw(x)(g1)

λP.λQ.∀xP(x) → Q(x)
.painting(x)∧

expected(m)(ˆsaw(x)(g1))

λ3 saw(g3)(g1)

t1
g1

λy.saw(g3)(y)

painting
λx.painting(x)

λx.expected(m)(ˆsaw(x)(g1)) saw
λx.λy.saw(x)(y)

t3
g3

Op
λA.A

λx.expected(m)(ˆsaw(x)(g1))

λ2 expected(m)(ˆsaw(g2)(g1))

Masha
m

λx.expected(x)(ˆsaw(g2)(g1))

expected
λp.λx.expected(x)(p)

saw(g2)(g1)

t2
g2

PROModP
λx.saw(x)(g1)
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I’m assuming a very simple extensional semantics along the lines of Heim andKratzer (1998), augmented
with the Montague up operator ˆ.6 I’ve boxed the antecedent for PROModP, and I assume that PROModP
gets its denotation by copying the denotation of its antecedent.

Here, the object every painting Masha expected first QRs to adjoin to the antecedent ModP, getting
the scrap out of its antecedent ModP, leaving behind a lambda binder λ3. This is the crucial step: it means
that the node that c-commands PROModP is the node that immediately dominates λ3 and the original
ModP—the node with the denotation λx.saw(x)(g1).

Then, this antecedent node copies over its denotation onto PROModP.7 Note that, since the node that
c-commands PROModP is one that’s newly-created by QR, and thus contains a lambda binder, this node
will always be of a predicate type. Which predicate type depends on the kind of movement involved.
Here, we have an et predicate; if this were a comparative, we would have a dt type (assuming a degree
quantifier analysis, Heim 1985, 2000, a.o.); if this were a temporal adjunct, we would have an it type
derived by movement of a temporal operator (Geis 1970, Larson 1987, a.o.).

This leads to a compositional problem: in order to compose PROModP, which will always receive a
predicate type, with the embedding predicate expect, we’ll need to first saturate the first argument of of
PROModP. Thus, we must merge an operator of the requisite type, perhaps as a last-resort operation to
ensure the derivation composes. This is how I derive the obligatory presence of an operator in scrapping—
it must be there to ensure that PROModP, which has a predicate denotation, can compose with an attitude
predicate. This operator then later feeds operator movement; here, we QR it to create an et predicate
that can be composed with painting by Predicate Modification. The rest of the derivation then composes
straightforwardly to derive the desired truth conditions.

6.1. Deriving the four properties

Now that I’ve laid out the analysis and provided a sample derivation, how does it account for the
four properties mentioned above? The size of the scrap comes from stipulating that PROModP has the label
ModP. I leave it an open question why scraps should be ModP-sized in particular, and in fact there’s a
potential poverty of the stimulus problem here: how do children learn to pinpoint so precisely the category
of PROModP? I leave this intriguing question aside for further research. The c-command requirement
comes from stipulating that PROModP is syntactically an anaphor, and thus displays the characteristic
syntactic properties of anaphorhood, such as being c-commanded by its antecedent. The obligatoriness
of operator movement comes from PROModP being forced to receive a predicate denotation, which results
in needing to merge an operator to ensure that the derivation composes.

The ACD generalization is trickier: this analysis doesn’t actually derive the strong form of the ACD
generalization—namely, that scrapping can only be licensed in ACD configurations. Instead, it derives
something a bit weaker: that the scrap cannot be contained within a constituent that is first merged above
its antecedent ModP—in this configuration, it’s impossible to get the antecedent to c-command the scrap,
since our system doesn’t allow downwards movement.8 In my system, the scrap can either originate
below the antecedent ModP, in which can you have an ACD configuration (like all the examples we’ve
looked at here), and it QRs to adjoin to its antecedent ModP to escape antecedent-containment, or it could
potentially be first merged directly to the antecedent ModP—no need to start out lower and move to that
position. However, I’m not aware of any construction that requires first-merging a phrase with ModP.
But should one exist, I predict that that configuration too should license scrapping.

6This will need to be augmented later with a theory of how world and time variables get introduced and manip-
ulated, but I leave this for later work.

7If you don’t like the mechanism of LF copying, there are a few compositional tricks you can play to get proper
semantic binding. One option is to give PROModP the semantics of a trace/pronoun of type σt—i.e. a predicate
type—and base generate a lambda abstractor as a sister to every painting Masha expected that abstracts over this
trace/pronoun, converting it into a function that can take in λx.saw(x)(g1) as its argument. Alternatively, you could
have the antecedent ModP do a short step of QR, leaving behind a lambda binder, with the same end result. Other
options are also conceivable. For simplicity’s sake, I assume LF copying here.

8If you could A-move the antecedent ModP above the scrap, you should be able to license scrapping in a con-
stituent first-merged high. But I’m not aware of any reason to believe that that kind of movement can happen in
English.
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7. Conclusion

I’ve introduced a little-studied elliptical construction I called scrapping, which involved eliding the
clausal complement of a clause-embedding verb in operator movement contexts. I showed that scrapping
obeys five empirical generalizations: (i) scrapping is not NCA; (ii) scrapping obligatorily involves oper-
ator movement; (iii) scraps must be contained within their antecedents; (iv) scraps are ModP sized; and
(v) scraps must be c-commanded by their antecedents at LF. In order to account for these generalizations,
I proposed an analysis of the gap as containing an operator adjoined to a null ModP anaphor PROModP.

Stepping back from this particular construction, what implications does this analysis of scrapping
have in a broader context? Standardly, it’s assumed that there are two pathways to silent material: either
you have a null proform, like in pro-drop languages or in NCA (following Depiante 2001, a.o.), or you
have ellipsis, which contains more structure, in some sense—depending on your theoretical outlook, that
structure might be present during the syntactic derivation and deleted at PF (Merchant 2001, a.m.o.), or it
might be “copied-in” at LF (Chung et al. 1995, a.m.o.). I take no stance on the correct analysis of ellipsis
here. This duality between simplex null proforms and complex ellipsis has been known since at least
Hankamer and Sag (1976), under the guise of deep and surface anaphora. The general conclusion in the
literature is that we have two different kinds of silent material, with demonstrably different properties.

Scrapping reveals that there’s a third option, distinct from both null proforms and ellipsis, with its
own characteristic behavior: null anaphors, which must be bound by a c-commanding antecedent. Pro-
posals along this vein have been put forth in the literature, mainly in the domain of VPE (e.g. Chao 1987,
Hardt 1999, Schwarz 2000). Unfortunately, the trouble with VPE is that it has a long history of being
the classic case of ellipsis par excellence (along with sluicing). The striking thing about scrapping is that
the is no ellipsis alternative, as there is no generalized full clausal ellipsis in English: all other cases
of clausal ellipsis, like sluicing, swiping, and stripping, all involve leaving some remnant of the clause
overt. Moreover, as I’ve shown above, there are several ways in which scrapping shows fundamentally
different behavior than standard cases of ellipsis. For instance, the ACD generalization and c-command
generalization find no parallels in the domain of ellipsis proper, which doesn’t seem to be so sensitive to
the global structural relation between antecedent and ellipsis site—for instance, ellipsis typically allows
the antecedent to be in a different utterance than the ellipsis site. Thus, the case of scrapping forms a
strong argument for the necessity of acknowledging a third pathway to silent material: null anaphors.
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